Governor race still up in air

By Mike Nelson

CHICAGO (AP) — Illinois Governor James R. Thompson clung to a 17½ vote lead Thursday over Democratic challenger Adlai E. Stevenson after a nearly complete unofficial count of returns on Democratic stronghold of Chicago. But it appeared the race for Illinois governor might not be decided for two weeks or more.

Returns had yet to be reported from 12 precincts in the city, where 5½ billion ballots were turned in empty and 10 million were counted by four officials. They estimated that those potential votes involved.

Results also were not expected to be reported from 19 suburban Cook County precincts by the county clerk's office.

With about 99 percent of the state's precincts reporting unofficial returns, or 11,521 of the state's 11,642 polling places.

No complaints, Harrell says

By Bob Delaney

Two days after the general election, there have been no complaints of vote misconduct, fraud or "wet ballots" in 12 counties with standard operating procedures. Clerk Bob Harrell said Thursday.

While the returns came slowly — no precinct votes totals were available about 10 p.m. Tuesday — Harrell said the count went well. "When it comes to counting votes, we won't even consider the accuracy of the results," he said. "I won't rush the vote."

The Illinois State Board of Elections agreed that the count in Jackson County went well.

"Bob does a very good job," said Tom Borgsmiller, who represented the Board of Elections at the Democratic convention. Borgsmiller said he was impressed that Harrell ran a "trial test" before the actual count and afterwards.

Jackson County, as a precaution, keeps a computer count as well as a manual count. On election night, they are compared.

Thompson had 1,786,632 votes to Stevenson's 1,786,461, a margin of just 171 votes out of about 3.5 million votes cast. Stevenson, who was carrying the city by a 72-73 percent margin, gained steadily on Thompson through the early morning but failed to pull ahead when election officials finally announced the near-complete city figures shortly before 9 a.m.

Unofficially, Stevenson had 719,492 votes in Chicago, to 528,906 for Thompson.

With the race so close, a conclusive result might not be known until the State Board of Elections certifies the vote Nov. 22.

Vote tabulations by the news services differed, with Stevenson shown ahead in some accounts. The Associated Press included in its returns the results from 64 suburban precincts where ballot counts were counted after suburban returns do not go to the News Election Service, which supplied election results to major news organizations.

Cards in those precincts were counted late by the county clerk's office because they had been "lost" and could not be tallied on present ballot counters in polling places, the clerk's office said.

Rick Scaglione, a spokesman for Stevenson, said the challenger was not backing off a declaration of victory made late Wednesday, night by his candidate's campaign chairman, James Hoffer.

"I see nothing that would cause me to waver from that," Scaglione said. "I believe the numbers seem to be pointing to Stevenson as a winner."

USO sets Dec. 8 for senate election

By William Jason Yang

A bill declaring Dec. 8 as the day for full senatorial elections was passed by the Undergraduate Student Organization Wednesday.

A bill naming John Streem, a political science major, as election commissioner, and a bill to approve the elections laws also were passed by the senate.

The senate also discussed an amendment which would have reduced the size of the senate from 51 to 35. The amendment was rejected by the senate.

Perry Baird, a senator representing the College of Business, resigned his position because of "last week's matters."

Baird said the matters accumulated from issues with the senate to fund WIBD Radio and about improper senatorial behavior in meetings.

"We, the USO, should be a beacon of free speech, but I don't see ourselves performing that role," Baird told the senate. "Whenever there's a debate, I duck for cover wondering who's going to be shot next."

He said that a serious split was widening the gap between the executive and legislative branches.

"Instead of working cohesively as a student body, we yell and holler at one another, each trying to shut the other one up," he said. "I am not happy over what happened to the issue of the finance commissioner."

Michael Olowu, interim commissioner of the finance, was removed by USO President Jerry Cook for "failure to carry out the procedures."

Baird said that issues should be discussed in the senate instead of directing and admonishing to the individuals.

Olowu said that Cook had no right to remove him as finance commissioner.

"Jerry failed to appoint a see USO, Page 2"

Quiet march

Friends and relatives of Robert Bethel, 27, and his brother Stephen Bethel, 25, lead a quiet of water Thursday afternoon. Police said there were no obvious signs of foul play in the incident, and the preliminary cause of death listed as an official's report. Bethel and Bethel were reported missing Sunday.

Grad Council opposes Brady plan

By Robert Green

The University should not purchase the Brady Building in Marson, but instead should try to secure funding next year for on-campus construction of a library storage facility. That was the recommendation of the Graduate Council Thursday in response to a request by President Albert Solim. The council expressed preference in the matter.

In a letter dated Oct. 19 from Solim to Vice President of Academic Affairs and Research John Goven, Solim stated that "Governor Thompson has made it clear that the present $1.6 million appropriation can be used only to purchase a library storage facility. Our next step, obviously, is to decide on what we wish to do."

The letter lists four possible courses of action. Purchase the library building, purchase some other facility, secure funding next year for on-campus construction, do nothing.

After some discussion the council voted 20 to 1 in favor of the third alternative, but only after adding an amendment stipulating that the University should not purchase the Brady Building.

In other business, the council passed a resolution recommending that the grade point average requirement for retention in and graduation from doctoral programs be raised from 3.00 to 3.20.

The Educational Policies Committee resolution states that "the committee feels it is inconsistent to require a 3.25 average for admission to a doctoral program and to have a 3.00 average for retention in and graduation from doctoral programs."

Court may not hear 'quick-take' case

By Mike Nelson

Carnbord's appeal of a lower court ruling that halted progress on the city's $13 million new 12-story hotel and office building project may not be heard by the Illinois Appellate Court until January — unless the Court grants a motion to add the case to its November docket.

An official from the Court Clerk's office in Springfield said Thursday that the city's case is not on the Supreme Court docket for November. According to the clerk, a motion to file was rejected by Justice James Zimmer — who is representing the city in the appeal — to expedite oral argument and to determine a decision. The Court said it would add the case to the docket when it reconvenes Monday.

If the motion is granted, the city's case will be added. If the city's case is not granted, the Court may not hear the case until it reconvenes Jan. 16.

The city's appeal is a civil case, so the Court must hear all of its criminal cases before it can act on civil matters. According to the clerk's office, a "higher than average" caseload has prevented the city's case from being added to the docket.

The City is appealing a June 15 decision by Circuit Judge Richard E. Richman which ruled the city's use of a "quick-take" eminent domain ordinance unconstitutional. The city had been using quick-take to seize parcels of land needed for the proposed conference center and parking garage.

The city has spent $400,000 for 12 of the 25 parcels that make up the sites for the downtown project. The site for the conference center is bordered by the 200 blocks of Illinois Avenue, University Avenue, Monroe Street and Walnut Street.

The case is before the city and the project developer, Carbondale Convention Center, Inc., and is scheduled for a deadline of Dec. 31, 1984 for completion of the project. If federal deadline extensions are not secured and if the city fails to turn over the cleared land to the developer by early 1985, $10.5 million in revenue bonds may be called in. This would force the city to pay a $140,000 interest penalty to the City of Carbondale and a potential setback at its cost to the city of $500,000.

Despite a potential setback at the Supreme Court level, city officials at this time are planning to go ahead with the project. Don Monty, Carbondale's director of community development, said Thursday that "I'm not sure what the impact of the court decision will have on the project yet."

"All we can do is go forward."

Gus Bode

Gus says Illinois has either a lame duck or a crowing rooster — and maybe both.
commissioner in the first place," Olowu said. "I was not appointed by him and I have never been selected by finance commission members to serve as interim chairman.

The USO constitution states that the president has the power to remove any presidential appointee. "I cannot be removed because I was not an appointed official," Olowu said. "And there is no action that was unconstitutional. I will remain as interim chairman."

He also said that Cook did the same thing that he accused Olowu of doing. "Jerry said he would veto the bill to fund WIDB because he did not receive a funding request. But why did he fund a bill to fund the Geology Club when in fact there wasn't a funding request submitted as well?" Olowu said. He accused me of not following normal procedures when he himself did not follow the procedures."

Cook said he had the power to remove Olowu. "The USO constitution clearly defines that I, the USO president, have the authority to remove any presidential appointees," Cook said. "I did not choose to make those issues public. I'd have preferred to discuss them in a discreet manner."

Last Monday, Olowu said he would introduce a resolution to condemn Fritz Levenhagen, USO vice president and John Dunning, chairman of Committee on Internal Affairs, for "consciously and intentionally lying to the senate." Levenhagen had reportedly added a clause to a bill to fund the director of public relations stating that the finance commission had met and approved funding for the position. Running submitted the bill to make sure the DE does not get the information about my resolution," he said. He told Jerry that I knew my way to the DE office."

Cook also announced the resignation of Jody Patton, a former senator and academic affairs commissioner.

The senate had rejected a similar bill at its previous meeting and the bill was never brought to the finance commission again. Olowu said. "This action is a fraudulent way of influencing the senate to vote in approval of the bill," he said.

The senate voted against considering the resolution to condemn Levenhagen and Dunning Wednesday.

Prior to submitting the resolution, Olowu said that Cook and Levenhagen had encouraged him to withdraw the resolution.

"Jerry told me that he will make sure the DE does not get the information about my resolution," he said. He told Jerry that I knew my way to the DE office."

Cook also announced the resignation of Jody Patton, a former senator and academic affairs commissioner.

The resolution recommended that the USO president, the chairman of the committee on internal affairs, and the director of public relations be removed from their positions. The DE will be removed from the DE office.

The resolution, which was drafted by the University last August, would establish a separate board for consideration of complaints of sexual harassment, instead of using the regular grievance structure as provided by the current policy.

The policy, which was drafted by the University, would require that all students be allowed to register for more than one semester in the temporary unclassified status. The Graduate School policy now limits this status to one semester only. Students who wish to enroll in graduate courses after one semester must apply for admission to a degree program or for full unclassified status.

The resolution recommends that students be allowed to register for more than one semester in the temporary unclassified status, until 12 hours are accumulated. Another committee resolution calling for the abolition of the graduate clerical fee narrowly passed by a 13-12 vote. The resolution recommends instead that "Continuing Research Area" be required of all graduate students.

Before passing the resolution, the committee approved an amendment deleting the last sentence which reads, "The student must register for a minimum of 3 hours of 60 in the semester the student receives a degree."

The council also voted to refer consideration of a proposed new SUIC policy on sexual harassment to Educational Policies Committee.

The policy, which was drafted by the University last August, would establish a separate board for consideration of complaints of sexual harassment, instead of using the regular grievance structure as provided by the current policy.

The policy, which was drafted by the University, would require that all students be allowed to register for more than one semester in the temporary unclassified status. The Graduate School policy now limits this status to one semester only. Students who wish to enroll in graduate courses after one semester must apply for admission to a degree program or for full unclassified status.

The resolution recommends that students be allowed to register for more than one semester in the temporary unclassified status, until 12 hours are accumulated. Another committee resolution calling for the abolition of the graduate clerical fee narrowly passed by a 13-12 vote. The resolution recommends instead that "Continuing Research Area" be required of all graduate students.

Before passing the resolution, the committee approved an amendment deleting the last sentence which reads, "The student must register for a minimum of 3 hours of 60 in the semester the student receives a degree."

The council also voted to refer consideration of a proposed new SUIC policy on sexual harassment to Educational Policies Committee.

The policy, which was drafted by the University last August, would establish a separate board for consideration of complaints of sexual harassment, instead of using the regular grievance structure as provided by the current policy.

The policy, which was drafted by the University, would require that all students be allowed to register for more than one semester in the temporary unclassified status. The Graduate School policy now limits this status to one semester only. Students who wish to enroll in graduate courses after one semester must apply for admission to a degree program or for full unclassified status.

The resolution recommends that students be allowed to register for more than one semester in the temporary unclassified status, until 12 hours are accumulated. Another committee resolution calling for the abolition of the graduate clerical fee narrowly passed by a 13-12 vote. The resolution recommends instead that "Continuing Research Area" be required of all graduate students.

Before passing the resolution, the committee approved an amendment deleting the last sentence which reads, "The student must register for a minimum of 3 hours of 60 in the semester the student receives a degree."

The council also voted to refer consideration of a proposed new SUIC policy on sexual harassment to Educational Policies Committee.

The policy, which was drafted by the University last August, would establish a separate board for consideration of complaints of sexual harassment, instead of using the regular grievance structure as provided by the current policy.

The policy, which was drafted by the University, would require that all students be allowed to register for more than one semester in the temporary unclassified status. The Graduate School policy now limits this status to one semester only. Students who wish to enroll in graduate courses after one semester must apply for admission to a degree program or for full unclassified status.
University postpones search for new development director

By Andrew Herrmann
Staff Writer

The University has decided to drop the search for the time being for the executive director of development. Stanley McAnally, the university relations and development vice president, said Thursday that the search would be "put on hold." McAnally said that three finalists had been recommended to him by a search committee but none of the candidates they interviewed had "the breadth of experience we felt was necessary.

He said that SIU-C was "very competitive" in terms of salary and benefits, and that the search committee had recommended some qualified people but "none had the strengths in all the areas needed."

One of the problems is that "right now development is an extraordinarily hot area in the state," he said. "It's very difficult to steal away some of the best people.

"Every college and university in the country is trying to raise money and there's an intense competition for the really good people." Whether the position will eventually be filled has not yet been determined, he said. The search would not be reopened until at least January, he said. McAnally said he would "simply do those kinds of things that we were anticipating that the executive director would help do. We're going to go ahead and move forward. We can't wait through the delay of another search."

He said that in the meantime he plans to begin recruiting people "in specialty areas" of fund raising such as alumni giving.

Five positions in all still have to be filled, he said.

HARRELL from Page 1

two are compared for discrepancies. Carl Harrell found no discrepancies Tuesday and the ballots now are locked up in the county clerk's vault at the courthouse. In case of a statewide recount, a "discovery recount." the margin of votes would be opened and run through the computer at SIU-C again.

Begemann said that he thought there would be a statewide recount to settle the governor's race, but wasn't sure what that would mean.

Officials at the Board of Elections said there are provisions in the election code allowing for a recount but one of the candidates would have to allege vote miscount or fraud.

One of the candidates would have to choose the counties where a miscount would take place. In order to have a statewide recount, the candidate would have to allege irregularities in all 102 counties.

Candidates have until 15 days after an election proclamation, which is set for Nov. 22, to file for a recount with the Illinois Supreme Court or the Board of Election. They all reported. It would cost a candidate $10,000 to have a recount.
A marriage which is hurting the people

By Gisay Lee  
Staff Writer

The courtship is finally over, and now the marriage must begin. Some have suggested that the 1982 political race made promises of all kinds to Political Action Committees when they accepted millions of dollars from powerful PACs. Now the politicians must be loyal to the interests of these PACs, and put the PACs needs before others and cherish the PACs in times of recession or prosperity.

While this relatively new type of marriage has the potential of leaving the traditional representative democracy of the United States in an ailing, it is not likely that the new couples will find themselves in divorce court soon.

Today, 32% of the multi-corporate, union, trade and special interest groups exist. The number was 2.15i in 1980 and only 131 in 1972, according to Time magazine.

The National Rifle Association, PeacePACs and thousands of other PACs, primarily representing corporate interests, will have poured as much as $32 million into the campaigns for the House and Senate races by the end of 1982. That figure is almost $10 million of which flowed to candidates for House and Senate seats.

Despite the fact that the incentive behind the proliferation of PACs was initially to take the power in political campaigns away from wealthy contributors and put a halt to unethical payoffs, the consequences have been different.

Too often there has been a very strong relationship between PACs who have donated money to a campaign and the votes legislators cast in office on bills related to the interests of the contributing PACs.

For example, the National Rifle Association recently gave $85,000 to congressmen as an incentive to pass a law making it easier to trade and sell firearms. According to Time, five members of the Judiciary Committee, which had to approve the bill, could not be bought.

The Judiciary Committee approved the bill.

Fear of worse consequences and a keen perception of what PACs are, were enough to get the Senate's majority leader to offer a ceiling on the amount which an individual can contribute to Political Action Committees when promoting their candidates for House and Senate seats.

There are several things about university life that one must get used to. For example, administration is constantly claiming that they face a financial crisis. Faculty salaries must be kept down, books cannot be purchased, and library hours must be cut. Still, they rarely have any difficulty scraping up a few thousand dollars for something really important. For example, an administrator wants a vacation in Florida the money can be found. Maybe some new fee will have to be imposed on the students but that’s okay. If the chancellor’s carpet doesn’t fit, the solution is simple. Tuition and fees are raised to the point of taking the last potato out of the student’s oven. In the meantime, prioritizes, and we might as well get used to it. That’s the way things are done on just about every campus in this country.

I have to admit that sometimes there is no cheap way. (Deeper) office carpet costs $4,000. There is no potential for savings. Students just can’t squeeze them out. On the other hand, every now and then a lot of money can be saved by efficiently allocating resources.

The appropriations bill reads "University storage facility" and the Governor insists that the legislation must be interpreted literally.

This is a highly visible example of the structure of the mechanism for funding higher education increasing the cost faced by the taxpayer and the student. The federal government is demanding that applicants must give local governments less money with fewer restrictions. But our state government wants to place additional constraints on SIU because of the fact that those constraints preclude a less costly solution to the library storage problem. One might expect the SIU administration to challenge this wasteful and arachne funding mechanism. But administrators are generally the sort who see things as they are and ask why. And surely the type who see things as they should be and ask why not. It’s just one of those things landlords get used to.

Being a wheelchair isn’t easy in town

This letter is in response to letters of Oct. 1 and 14 concerning where wheelchair-bound people should travel. I am a former SIU-C student who has lived in Carbondale for four years. I still use a motorized chair. Has anyone recently taken a look at some of the sidewalks along University Avenue or Poplar or College Streets, with an eye for someone who can’t step over the hills and valleys or the chopped-up sections? Yes, SIU-C is "accessible," but many areas of Carbondale are not. I personally do not relish the thought of riding in the streets—since cars are much bigger than me and my chair—so I use the sidewalks wherever possible, but if necessary, I take to the streets. Please, don’t count the fault of the few. Several people do ride in the street, but my main concern is the little guy I am. I have the physical ability to do so, but I am not able to push myself against the curb. Some people may be supposed to (few do). "And if bicyclists belong in the streets, and bike lanes, how in hell have I that I have suffered a dislocated shoulder and various other injuries because of the recklessness of bikers who tried to squeeze between me and someone or something?"

Finally, addressing the comment of one letter. "sidewalks and other architecturally modified locations for wheelchair users." I say, exactly! So, would the cyclists please keep in mind that those curb cuts were put there for "wheelchair users" and not so that the cyclists can get away from walking their bikes across an intersection—Sherry Sangall, Carbondale.

Letters

SIU administrators see things as they are, not as they should be.

Dave Peck, Senior, Business Economics and Finance.
How come all at WIDB get less than two at USO?

The article about the Union Drive (organization vote to fund WIDB) (DE, Oct. 29) was truly enlightening. I have read of many students, especially those who are active in many student organizations, living on any idea that our leaders, Jerry and Fritz see this as "work". We are not generally for their work in our USO.

This is not to say that they do not work hard, nor is it to say that the work does not deserve an amount. To me, though, it is truly the irony of our situation in light of so many school budget cutsbacks, that these two are getting nearly the same amount.

I work for WIDB, WSUI and the Student Programming Council (TUC) committee. All of the work is volunteer and not complaining. I am grateful for the experience happy to get involved in school activities and I have a lot of fun. But, it is also work. It takes up time and includes a lot of running and effort to the end of the day.

Doesn't this seem a bit awkward that Jerry and Fritz get paid $3,000 and $2,000 respectively, while WIDB gets $4,000? I cannot see why they can't afford to hire, unless there is a reason of a lack of funds for the proper maintenance and upkeep of WIDB? Why are so many student workers getting paid so much out of proportion to the work they do? I cannot understand. If, and Jerry and Fritz see this as misappropionamento, what are the things they do about it, as I know a few people who have been unemployed, are not president of USO, just to get the same pay, a service to students and set some priorities straight.

A lot could be done with $5,000. By subtracting that amount from the USO budget, they are taking away funds from many other student organizations. Who are you going to blame? A. James, Senior, Radio and Television.

Almost every same, some ingenuous reader thinks of an operating WIDB, which suggests to the Building. Mr. Rion, DE, recently suggested that the underground heating and cooling tunnels would make a good second library. I am not ingenuous. I can offer a solution suggested by science fiction author Ray Bradbury, the author of "Fahrenheit 451". There is no need for storage space at all. Simply lure about 2000 lbs. of students to campus and have them memorize the entire contents of all the books that would otherwise go to the Bracy

An alternative to storage

Think twice about an abortion

The abortion fight has been reduced to tightening the purse strings on contraceptives. Let's look at reality. How many people really know what is meant by an "aborted baby"? "I'm sorry your eyes aren't open when I put my hands on you, whatever?" If they knew, they'd think twice about the subject. Each year, in a Seattle hospital who stumbled upon fetuses mangled together in the hospital trash. It made her sick. It's not

'Zionism' means different things to all who come in contact with it

By Abdallah Tush, Graduate Student, Journalism.

I WRITE TO COMMENT upon the letter from Mr. Abraham Ameiar (DE, Oct. 25). In criticizing and reviling the Israelis, the letter readers the impression that Israel's hands are not clean as Israel has had blood of Palestinian civilians as is often charged by Ameiar. (Khalid Sulaiman's letter, DE, Sep. 11.) Without questioning Ameiar's intentions, I wonder how many inaccuracies and half-truths that could easily be corrected by non-informed reader. As a student who lived in Israel for a few years, Ameiar is understandably involved in this debate on the Israeli point of view at all costs. In his last letter I found nothing less than the truth itself.

ALTHOUGH IT MAY WELL BE true that the Israelis did not perpetrate a great number of wholesale massacres of the Jews, as is often implied, the explosion of Israeli-Palestinians did cause considerable panic and They have been told - the Palestinians that the destruction of Israel, perhaps unwillingly.

THE TRUTH IS THAT THE most of the Palestinians who left in 1948 did so at the points of guns wielded by Israeli soldiers. Several Knesset (Israeli parliament) members, attempting to hide this fact from the world, described involvement in this massacre as ‘being TV for its repercussions. The film was based on "The Bet" film," an Israeli short story about the heart-searchings of a company of soldiers who are forced to leave their native village toward the end of 1948. The film dared a scandal when it was first published because it contradicted the official line that every Arab who left his home did so at the hour when a Palestinian studied with American Zionists who intensified their pressure on the President to support the Jewish cause. In a letter to Mr. Truman, Ameiar expressed anger at the Zionists.

"The action of some of our Zionists," Truman wrote, "will eventually prejudice everyone against what they are trying to get done; it is a very, very much the Jews are like all underdogs, when they are not treated with a tolerant and cruel as the people were to them when they were underdressed. I regret this misrepresentation, and I think it has been always on their side."

The Israelis are not as guiltless as most people would like to think

By Abraham Ameiar

I REMEMBER INTERVIEWING Gabi Barakami, editor of Bie Woe Zeit University, on the West Bank last year in connection with an education story I was preparing for Newsview, the WIDB. Barakami noted that an education was hard to get who where the subject of the world, the war, and the political atmosphere. In the magalog "Israel Liberation and political authority" on his pages, and the interview was published.

I also remember speaking with a senior editor at Israeli TV last spring for a story on censorship in the media. A board of governors for Israel’s single television station had decided to cut back on Israeli Arab pan- nelarities could not be subjects for exclusive propaganda" on his pages, and the interview waspublished.

WHILE REVIEWING ARAB LETTERS and communications in the DE in recent weeks. I always thought, among other things, that I could do a better job of anti-Israeli propaganda than those people were doing if I wanted to.

The Arab people, as are not guilty of committing "genocide" against anyone, but they do not, in fact, recognize Palestinian nationalism as an authentic national movement, in much the same way that Arabs do not recognize Arabic nationalism as a genuine national movement. The Israelis absolutely suppress symbols of Palestinian nationalism,ZEUGMATIC and use and use the word "Palestine" in certain contexts, yet almost all Arab writers, who can write about Palestine in high-handedness, insensitivity and stupidity, particularly under Menachem Begin.

A Jerusalem municipality official once explained the difference in the way his local administration treated Arabs and Jews. "If you would enforce zoning laws on a reluctant Arab population, his administration would send an expert with some plans to show the Arab

property owner how to improve his property while conforming to the zoning laws and offer financial inducements for him to do so, while a Jewish-dominated administration might just clear away the illegal structure and make an example of it without compensation for the owner who is about to be". A. 수작주. 89. 2002
A WORKSHOP on electronics and technology will be held Saturday at the Carbondale Community High School Central Learning Area. Nine different presenters will provide 45 minute sessions on microprocessors, software, video and other current library topics. The interested can call 437-5371 for more information.

TICKETS TO a concert featuring Luther Vandross and Cheryl Lynn, at the American Theater in St. Louis, are available between 2 and 4 p.m. Friday at the WMB business office. Wright Hall basement. A bus will leave from in front of the Student Center at 5 p.m., with tickets available at the bus from 4:30 to 5 p.m.

THE HELLENIC Student Association will meet at 7:30 p.m. Friday in the Orient Room.

THE NIGERIAN Students Association will meet at 8 p.m. Saturday in the Mississippi Room.

RIFLE CLINICS, sponsored by Recreation for Special Populations, will be held from 10 a.m. to noon, Saturday at the Touch of Nature rifle range from Nov. 6 to Nov. 27. Those interested can call Rick Green or Mike Nolan at 536-5531. Ext. 27 for more information.

NEIGHBORHOOD BIBLE Fellowship of Carbondale will present John Bever at 11 a.m. Sunday, teaching the fourth chapter of the Gospel of Mark, at the Jackson County YMCA, 2900 W. Bender, Dr.

THE YEAR THE DREAMS CAME TRUE

MEFIO GOLDBYN KAIBER PRESENTS A BROOKSFRUM LIMITED AND MICHAEL GRUSKOFF PRODUCTION

PETER O'TOOLE JESSICA HARPER JOSEPH BOLANDA AND MARCIA NAPP LEE NAPIER MY FAVORITE YEAR

SCREENPLAY BY NORMAN SERENDE AND DENNIS PALOMBO, STARRING LEE NAPIER

Produced by Michael Gruskoff, Directed by Richard Benjamin

2:00 PM SHOW $1.50 SHOWS DAILY 2:00 7:00 9:15

When you have a furnace, a light and you have to lead 26 women of the night down the path of righteousness, you must pray for more than guidance, you must pray for strength.
PHYSICAL FITNESS

Open Danceercise - A complete physical fitness program using coordinated movements to music. Designed to strengthen heart and lungs and slim the figure. Sessions will be from noon to 1 p.m. Monday, 11 a.m. to noon Saturday and 8 a.m. to 2 p.m. Sunday. Location: Rec Centre. West gym.

NUTRITION - Vegetarian Alternatives

Vegetarian diets can be safe and healthy if handled properly. The workshop will cover protein combinations, types of meatless diets and reasons why they make good sense. Samples of some foods will be offered. The session will be from 3 to 5 p.m. Wednesday in the Recreation Center west gym.

MIND BODY SPIRIT

Under the Influence: The Legal Consequences of Consuming Alcohol - do you know what happens if you're arrested for an incident related to alcohol use? The discussion will cover drunk driving, underage drinking and furnishing alcohol to a minor. Location: Meetings from 7 to 9 p.m. Monday in the Ohio Room. "Alexander's Technique" is a postural training technique that will integrate body and mind for total health. It sets out to readjust the incorrect alignment of the head, neck and shoulders. The workshop will demonstrate the basic technique and how to properly pre-register.

ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA - Sigma, the men's scholastic honor society, and Phi Eta Sigma, the women's scholastic honor society, will meet, from 4:30 to 6 p.m. Sunday, at Pagosi Pizza for a pizza party.

THE SH Agriculture Mechanization Club will hold a fall lawn mower clinic for the public from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturday. Those interested can call 536-2095 for more information.

The annual celebration of World Community Day will be held at 11 a.m. Friday at the Church of the Good Shepherd on Orchard Drive, Carbondale. The theme of the worship is "Healing in the Dance."

REGISTRATION DEADLINE is Friday for the Graduate Record Examination, to be held Dec. 11. Persons interested in registration materials and additional information can come to Testing Services, Woody B-34, or call 536-3932.

A film report of a U.S. Mission to Tibet in 1944, with shots of a variety of scenes in and around Lhasa City, will be shown at 7 p.m. Saturday in the Lutheran Center, 705 S. University Ave.

INTRAMURAL RECREATION - Sports is sponsoring a "Water Carnival" at 3 p.m. Saturday which will include water volleyball, swimming, water basketball Information and pre-registration at the Recreation Center Information Desk, or at the SHC pool by noon.
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Trilateral team buries Einsteins

By Sheila Washington
Staff Writer

After four rounds of mind-boggling questions and intense pressure, the Trilateral Commission team of three seniors and a graduate student took first place and the accompanying $500 in the 1982 annual College Bowl Wednesday night in Student Center Ballroom A.

Seventeen teams began competing, but only four advanced to the final round. The Trilateral Commission successfully won the battle of the minds in which moderators posed questions about such subjects as science, politics, sports, baseball and mathematics.

The final competition entailed four meets. In the first, the Trilateral Commission met and stomped the students of Unusual Suspects 220-55. The Dead Einsteins buried the We Ain't No Bombs team 255-55 in the second round. The Unusual Suspects, in close battle, fell to the Dead Einsteins 143-139. The fourth battle closed with a 300-triumph for the Trilateral Commission over the Dead Einsteins.

As the final round for the first and second place teams progressed, so did the excitement from the audience. At a point regarding the competition, the audience was asked to compose themselves.

Although the Dead Einsteins felt the agony of defeat, team member and moderator Glenn Stolar said, "We did better than we expected." Michael Blum, moderator, said they were 1-1 at the beginning of the final tournament, which put them in a losers bracket, as opposed to the other 3 teams which were 0-0.

Blum said the Dead Einsteins would have had to beat the Trilateral Commission twice to win the match because the Trilateral Commission was undefeated.

The Trilateral Commission was undefeated five consecutive matches and they were almost always the highest scoring team," he said.

The questions were all toss up — any team could buzz to answer. If a team answered a question correctly, it was awarded points and given a chance to answer a bonus question. Some of the harder questions left expressionless faces and wrinkled foreheads in the audience and on the faces of both competing teams.

On the other hand, difficult questions were shot down with no difficulty by the teams that participated in the final matches.

If an individual from the six teams that went into semi-final competition Tuesday excelled in his quest to outsmart the other teams, even if his team lost, his days as a scholastic competitor may not have ended, said Glenn Stolar, chairman of the SPC Center Programming Committee, in charge of the college bowl.

Individuals will be picked from the final six teams to represent SITU. The regional competition, including colleges from Indiana and Illinois, except Chicago, will be in Macomb in February.

In the spring SIU-C's All-Star team will compete against the Edwardsville All-Star team and faculty members of SIU-C.

John Belcher, Trilateral Commission Captain, ponders a tough one in College Bowl finals.
Today's puzzle

**ACROSS**
1. Ice (2)
2. Bait
5. Red
8. Look out
10. Playing
12. East
14. Eagles
15. Signal
16. Silk worm
17. Mrs. Home
18. Abloom
19. Broom
20. Brochure
22. Pen
23. Takes five
24. Ordered
26. Spear
27. Royal name
30. Can possibly
34. Under ease
35. Boom
36. Luscan
37. Fragrant wood
38. Board
39. -100
41. Present, present
42. UK name
43. Put on, put on
44. -100
48. Hustle
49. Fill
50. Low sound

**DOWN**
1. Fremd
2. Print
2. Print
3. - 100
4. Bed
5. Pugna
6. Poster
7. Post-won.
8. Print
9. Print
10. Paid
11. Nine
12. Mine
13. Products
14. Register
15. Parking
16. People
17. Place
18. Place
19. Place
20. Place
21. Place
22. Place
23. Place
24. Place
25. Place
26. Place
27. Place
28. Place
29. Print
30. Place
31. Place
32. Place
33. Place
34. Place
35. Place
36. Place
37. Place
38. Place
39. Place
40. Place
41. Place
42. Place
43. Place
44. Place
45. Place
46. Place
47. Place
48. Place
49. Place
50. Place

Puzzle answers are on Page 13.

---

**Plant Society to study strip-mined land**

The Southern Illinois Plant Society will have a field trip to Pyramid State Park south of Pinckneyville beginning at 8:30 a.m. Saturday from the Unity Point School parking lot. The group will observe vegetation in areas that have been strip-mined and areas that haven’t been mined.

The outing is in conjunction with the Southern Illinois Audubon Society.

---

**Beer Blast Special-$1.25**

Beer Blast Sub Special—$1.25

A bakery fresh roll with Turkey, Provolone cheese. Spiced ham & garnish. Served with pickles & chips.

**Pitchers of Busch—$1.25 or Coke (Mon. Tues. Wed)**

Sub Special not good on delivery

---

**COUPON**

35¢ OFF any sub at Booby’s

406 S. Illinois
549-3366

**COUPON**

$2.50 Minimum

Not valid on delivery or Beer Blast Sub.

Good 11/1-11/13

---

**COUPON**

$2.19

Wiedemann

24 Bits case returnable

$4.49

---

**Phone 549-4332**

**“Your Friendly Liquor Store”**

**expires 11-7-82**

**BEER**

**Budweiser**

6 pkg cans

$2.29

12/12 cans

$4.39

**Cribari**

Rose Chablis Burgundy

3L

$4.29

**OLY**

6 pkg cans

$2.09

12/12 cans

$3.99

**Pick’s LIQUOR**

**Bacardi Rum**

Lite or Dark

750 ml

$4.99

**Southern Comfort**

Whiskey

750 ml

$5.49

$3.95

$3.95

$7.99

---

**SPC CONSORTS PRESENTS**

**THE ENGLISH BEAT**

Special Guests: The Bangles

TONIGHT

Shryock Auditorium. Tonight! Tickets on sale at the Student Center Central Ticket Office or at the door. Ticket Limit 8. Tickets are $8.50 & $7.50.

---
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Amateur Radio operators link SIU-C students to the world

With dots and dashes, members of the SIU-C Amateur Radio Club speak to other amateurs, or hams, across the country and around the world while pursuing their hobby and assisting others. Club members can communicate with stations more than 10,000 miles away, as well as someone on the other side of town. This is one they use to help international students communicate with their home countries and also help maintain communications between checkpoints for road rallies here at SIU-C.

When hams talk to one another from other parts of the world, they send each other a QSL card which confirms their contact. A brightly-colored card, about the size of a post card, contains technical information such as the frequency used and the time of day the transmission was sent. The SIU-C club has had cards come in from such places as Poland, Russia, Australia, South Africa, Italy and Germany. Transmissions vary from ham to ham. Some hams send birthday greetings, thank-yous, love-yous, miss-yous, what-have-yous for friends as a public service. Still others talk to other stations about their common interest in radios and the technical aspects of such a hobby.

There are lots of people around the globe with whom they can discuss their interests. Since the early days of radio, when hams used spark type transmission to communicate around 300 miles away, the ranks of ham operators have increased to 800,000 world-wide.

The SIU-C Amateur Radio Club was founded in 1927 and has actively continued since then. Currently, there are around 30 members. David Smeltzer, president of the club, said that anyone about 5 and older can get a novice license to operate in the amateur bands. All it takes is learning Morse code, passing a code timed test and learning elementary rules, regulations and radio theory. There is no cost for the license and the only cost is for the equipment.

Exotic looking post cards, called QSL cards to hams, are sent to Amateur Radio stations worldwide to confirm 2-way contacts.

Staff photos by Greg Drezdzon

Members of the SIU-C Amateur Radio Club check the club’s antennas located on top of the roof of Technology Building D for loose cable connections.
Park district's lodge dedication set Saturday

Hickory Lodge, donated to the Carbondale Park District by Lathrine Martin Kirby, will be dedicated at 2 p.m. Saturday.

The building, appraised at $275,000, was donated to the park district in 1977 in memory of Mrs. Kirby's parents, Thomas Walter Martin and Elizabeth Jeanette Martin, Park administrative offices have been in Hickory Lodge since 1979.

Since 1979, Mrs. Kirby and two of her sisters, Jean Gladders and Pat Gumble, have donated three additional parcels of land that are adjacent to the Hickory Lodge grounds bringing the total area donated almost 10 acres with a value of more than $150,000.

Hickory Lodge, during the last two years, has become known as an exhibit gallery for local artists, and has been used for outdoor weddings and receptions.

The grounds include a small stable building, a potting shed, a solar passive direct gain greenhouse constructed by the park district in 1979. It serves as a location for the community gardening program.

Choral expert to lead sessions on Greek drama

A workshop on the relationship between choral language and choral movement will be given from noon to 1:30 p.m. Friday in the Laboratory Theater in the Communications Building.

Jon R. Farris, chairman of Denison University's Department of Theater and Cinema will lead the workshop, "Playing With Voices." Farris heads a special Denison summer experimental theater program that includes performances in Greece.

He will discuss the choral roles of ancient Greek drama from the standpoints of both actors and audience.

Farris will take the role of Apollo in the production of Aeschylus' tragedy "The Laiusides," at 7:30 p.m. Friday in the Quigley Hall Lounge.

Both programs are sponsored by Classics at SIUC.

Illinois Liquor Marts

This AD GOOD ONLY AT THE FOLLOWING LIQUOR MARTS

Budweiser $2.19

6 pak CANS

Olympia $7.99

CASE of 24 CANS

Michelob $2.49

6 pak N.R. Bottles

Jim Beam $4.98

750 ml

Simmoff Vodka 80° $4.98

750 ml

Southern Comfort 80° $4.99

750 ml

Chateau LaSalle $2.79

750 ml

Christian Brothers

Gallo 1.5 LITER $2.99

12 pak N.R. Bottles

Rhine-Burgundy-Chablis

Everythinng You Always Wanted in a Liquor Mart...For Less!

Phone: 529-4130

611 S. Illinois

1 Block From Campus
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Democrats regain legislature, pledge to fight economic ills

By Rob Springer
Associated Press Writer

CHICAGO (AP) — Democrats, led by a fanatical leader of firm control of the Illinois General Assembly, pledged Wednesday to prevent any coordinated drive to solve the state's pressing economic ills but disagreed over whether higher taxes might be needed.

House Speaker Michael Madigan of Chicago, who predicts he will be elected speaker in January, said he hoped to avoid higher income taxes even if return to reducing local property taxes.

"What many people don't realize is that the property tax..." In virtue of its greater stability, according to many leaders, will accept as collateral," Madigan said.

But Senate President Philip Rock, D-Oak Park, who said he was re-electing after winning a third term in his post, left open the possibility his move for higher income taxes.

"I wouldn't rule it out, simply because we just don't know yet what the state's revenue picture will be," said Rock. "But I really think, frankly, that something of that nature..." should be initiated by the governor's people."

Assisted by a new map of Assembly district boundaries they helped draw, Democrats seized control of a trimmed-down House in Tuesday's elections, after two years of Republican dominance. The Republicans also enlarged their narrow margin in the Senate, where they have held the gavel since 1974.

Madigan said his party was guarding their 18 seats — eight more than the 60 needed for a majority. He said Democrats were "within striking distance of capturing the 71 House seats needed to give Democrats a three-fifths majority, or veto-proof hold, in the House."

With 71 votes, Madigan could mount drives to override vote by the governor on strictly partisan political lines.

In one district, political newcomers Larry Hicks of Mount Vernon held less than 100-vote margin, according to Illinois GOP. The independent electoral board held in line.

In another tight battle, in Illinois' 2nd District, Republican Rep. Robert Wishaw of Rochester held a 20-vote margin over Democrat Ralph Cooper of Equality, with a few hundred votes in Democratic-leaning Saline County reported.

In the Senate, Democrats picked up at least two additional seats to pad their current 30-29 edge over the GOP.

Madigan gave top priority to solving Illinois highway problems and assisting the Chicago area's cash-strapped mass transit system.

"Clearly, there's a responsibility on the governor and the Legislature to provide better financing," for roads and mass transit, he said. "But I will not be satisfied with a Band-aid approach.

Madigan, echoing the partisan dispute that paralyzed action on the transit issues over the past several years, said it would make no sense to try to realign road problems without linking it to a proposal for assistance for the Regional Transportation Authority.

Many downstate, rural legislators have no interest in Chicago's problems and have sided with Senate Democrats from the Chicago suburbs who want to dismantle the massive transit network. This has caused problems in getting a majority of legislators to support any transportation proposals.

Rock also singled out transportation as a prime problem that lawmakers need to tackle, and said he expected a Democratic-controlled Legislature to act more independently of the governor than it has the past two years.

Sen. Woodson's Senate Democratic candidates won seven of 10 pivotal races that had been targeted by both parties as key to determining control of the Legislature for the two-year session starting in January.

Madigan said his Democratic House campaign finance committee poured more than $500,000 into House races across the state. He outspent Republicans in those races about 2:1, according to newspaper reports of financial reports filed with the state Elections Board in southern Illinois.

Rock said Republicans outspent his All-Democratic Senate (finance) Committee about $500,000 to "around $100,000."

In the state's deepest southern district, veteran Sen. Gene Johns, D-Macoupin, beat a stiff challenge from Republican Rep. C.L. McCormick of Vienna.
How area social services work is focus of center open house

By Jennifer Phillips
Staff Writer

While government funding of social services is important, how that funding is used is of equal or greater importance, according to Robert Stalls, Carbondale director of the Division of Human Resources. Funds could be used to give every economically depressed person a few dollars, he said, or they could be used constructively to create systems to help these people with such problems as health and child care.

Hope is to show the Carbondale community that such help is available and does work, Stalls said on Nov. 14. The open house is for expanding community awareness in Carbondale, sponsored by the city's DHR, Illinois Job Service and Attucks Community Service Board, which are contracted by the city to schedule such programs and manage the building.

Local and state officials responsible for block grant funds, by which the center is supported, will be present, Stalls said, and tours of the center will be given beginning at 12:30 and 4 p.m.

On the agenda to speak, Stalls said, are SIUC President Albert Sommit, Carbondale Mayor Hans Fischer, Sam Goldman, dean of the College of Human Resources, Florence Camp, president of Church Women United and crusader for day care centers, and George Dinges, manager of community planning for the Illinois Department of Commerce.

Special programs will be offered between 2 and 4 p.m.

Stalls hopes that the community will be supportive of the center after learning the services available. That support will then be used as needed to make state powers realize how spending should be spent, he said.

Puzzle answers

The Cody Flip

Phone: 529-4130
611 S. Illinois
Black From Campus

One of the center's services is a child care program, which has a daily attendance of about 133 children, ranging from ages 2 to 6, he said.

To enroll their children in the program, Stalls said, parents must be working or in a training program and must show financial need.

There is also a neighborhood health center which employs a doctor and dentist, and has a community health education and family planning program.

"There is a host of agencies in that building," he said.

In most jobs, at 22
you're near the bottom
of the ladder.

In the Navy, at 22
you can be a leader.

After just 16 weeks
of leadership training,
you're an officer. You'll
have the kind of job
your education and training prepared
you for, and the decision-making au-
thority you need to make the most of it.

As a college graduate and officer candidate, your Navy training is geared
to making you a leader. There is no boot
camp. Instead, you receive professional
training to help you build the technical
and management skills you'll need as a
Navy officer.

This training is
designed to instill
care of sophisticated
confidence by first-
equipment worth
hand experience.

"I'm ready to take charge," he said about
the Navy's officer program.

"I think most people will be surprised
you're responsible for
managing the work of
up to 30 men and the

One of the center's services is a child care program, which has a daily attendance of about 133 children, ranging from ages 2 to 6, he said. To enroll their children in the program, Stalls said, parents must be working or in a training program and must show financial need. There is also a neighborhood health center which employs a doctor and dentist, and has a community health education and family planning program.

"There is a host of agencies in that building," he said.
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Too Smart Cookies

519 4 S E
569-4741
We Custom Decorate Cookies
for Birthdays & Special Occasions
10 off a pound of cookies with coupon
expires 11-11-82

Take Charge At 22.


Navy Officers Get Responsibility Fast.
English Beat sound goes high-gloss

English Beat to perform at Shryock

Top-ranking rockers, the English Beat, will serve up their style of ska at 8 p.m. Friday at Shryock Auditorium. Tickets for the Beat and guests, the Bangles, are $7.50 and $5.50, and are available at the door.

The Birmingham-based English Beat has tossed its way into hearts and feet of New Wave and reggae lovers alike, starting with a rocking resurrection of Smokey Robinson's Motown classic, "The Tears of a Clown," on their first disc and "I Just Can't Stop It" and "What am I doing," borrowing from the classic Jamaican vernacular, followed and "Special Beat Service," the band's latest sound-dance sensation.

Album Review

"Spar Wid Me" and "I Stay and Roger" are delights to any ska buff.

So, if you get the impression that English Beat has moved on to new and ambitious material, you are mostly right.

When they stay with ska, the new sound is more polished and professional. When this newness for most bands development takes place, the spontaneity and brashness that first attract interest departs for a more fat, complaisant sound.

English Beat fans should not fear this, however. Those ram- husselous boys from across the Atlantic have too much natural exuberance to succumb to anything but high-energy frolics. So, sit back, stand up and enjoy. The English Beat is coming to town.

The progression from that early stark sound to today's high-gloss fare is strikingly captured on "Special Beat Service," their latest LP.

I Confess," a nightclub sash and "I've Seen"

is an English Beat meets-Herbie

and the Tijuana Brass

with Saxa

and the Stax Band, open and close the album with an unforgettable Latin flavor. "Ackee" is especially different, as the horn section of Steve Sidwell and Dave Lord on trumpets and Vince Sullivan on trombone takes off with gusto.

In fact, horns are the driving force behind the entire album. Wesley Taggargean on various horns and Saxa on saxophone power the band with sounds ranging from sexy jazz to traditional ska "End of the Party," calls for a dark smoky piano bar, while "Sole Salvation" has a blues feel.

English Beat fans should not despair over the band's new sound. Dancable size and fast enough. "Special Beat Service" is somewhat special. Jeanette, "Spar Wid Me" and "Rotating Head" are as good as any of the English Beat's early ska. Few will be able to sit down when these tunes are played.

And those witty, biting lyrics are sprinkled throughout. delivered again in the quirky, shelter-skelter style of Ranking Roger on "Sole Salvation," we are told to be patient and start anew: "There's a new dance. The Tolerance" and it just might be your solo salvation.

The poignant "She's Going" describes the confusing hassles of relationships with the opposite sex. "Don't let him, but she can't bear to tell him. Love him, love is un-compromising, can't leave him, never never. Would he miss her? She doesn't really care. She found out that you don't give a damn. Just watch the spirit slipping out of her hand."

"Sugar and Stress" takes vicious cuts at the world as we know it. Lyrics warn us to be wary. "This world is upside down. The rights and wrongs don't get much wronger. Mistakes found in the past turn into rules protecting power. It's falling down. It brings a lot. So you should not depend on it."

Okay, remember in your mind the debut sounds of English Beat. Franke, fast-paced, political, and fun.

Now, subtlety makes one of that herky- jerky ska sound, slow down the pace, take away the politics, and add Latin rhythms, higher background and soaring horns and you have English Beat, 1982.

The English Beat sound goes high-gloss
TOP blames vote losses on economy

By Mike Robinson
Associated Press Writer

CHICAGO (AP) — House Speaker Bob Michel, R-Ill., the sole Republican survivor of a
democratic election day torrent
that swept through three
sizable congressional districts, blamed
slumping business conditions
and recession spawned layoffs
for his party's showing.

"People down our way still
see their pocketsbooks," the 59-
year-old Illinois Republican
said Wednesday after emerging
with a 31 percent victory over
Democrat G. Douglas Stephens
in the Peoria-based 18th district.

Nearby, veteran Rep Paul
Findley, R-Ill., was ousted by
Democrat Richard Durbin in a
million-dollar race in the 19th
district, which takes in
Springfield and Decatur. Rock
Island attorney Lane Evans
defeated state Sen. Kenneth
McMillan, R-Bushnell, for an
opening in the 20th district of
northwest Illinois.

Durbin's margin was slim,
"It's not exactly a landslide," he
cracked, "but I'll take it.

All three districts were
wacked by layoffs at heavy
equipment manufacturing
companies, Caterpillar Tractor,
Fiat-Allis and Caterpillar.

But the Democratic
candidates generally agreed
with Michel on what the main issue
was. "It was unemployment,"
Durbin, a 31-year-old legal aid
attorney, said. Durbin
declared: "Reaganomics was
put to the test and it failed.

"We got schooled in Macom
County," admitted Findley,
press secretary Bill Wilson
acknowledged. It is the site of
a large Caterpillar plant.

That's where I really rolled up the

a primary and winning it three
to one, that I hadn't picked up a
vote in a part away from Paul
Findley.

After putting substantial
funds into television ads, though,
Durbin said, "we realized that we were
losing it at a rate of four or five
points a week. So we took and
lost last week, and it was dead
ever.

At that time, Durbin said,
Findley, heavily bankrolled by
businessmen, began airing a
television commercial that the
Democrat said distorted his
views on Social Security
and other issues.

Maureen Hammy, a sophomore mem-
ber of the SIU women's tennis team,
had been chosen the Budweiser Fe-
male Athlete of the Month for October
'82. Hammy, a native of Peoria who
joined the Saluki netters last year
as a walk-on, compiled a 15-2
record while playing at the No. 6
spot this fall. His efforts helped propel
SIU to a 1-3-2 dual record—its best fall
season ever. Hammy, a consistent base-
line player, is described by Coach
Judy Muller as a "player who will stay
in your court for as long as it takes to

Hamy's career record in singles
currently stands at 42-13 (.764
winning percentage). That mark is the
best any SIU player has compiled in recent
years.

Granville Butler, a junior member
of the Saluki basketball team, has been
chosen the Budweiser Male Athlete
of the Month for October '82. In addi-
tion, he has been chosen for two
consecutive weeks the Defensive Player
of the Week at the Missouri Valley
Conference for his efforts against
Tulsa and Indiana State. In the Saluki's
first 9 games of 1982, Butler has
completed 72 tackles and 76 assisted
tackles, for a total of 148 total tackles.

Budweiser is said to have excellent qual-
ity and great concentration on the
field.

Mostly cloudy. High.

SIU nature
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of the Saluki basketball team, has been
chosen the Budweiser Male Athlete
of the Month for October '82. In addi-
tion, he has been chosen for two
consecutive weeks the Defensive Player
of the Week at the Missouri Valley
Conference for his efforts against
Tulsa and Indiana State. In the Saluki's
first 9 games of 1982, Butler has
completed 72 tackles and 76 assisted
tackles, for a total of 148 total tackles.

Budweiser is said to have excellent qual-
ity and great concentration on the
field.

Mostly cloudy. High.
Nashville scene is classroom
Students go where action is

By Karen Risssier
Student Writer

There’s a “Nashville Connection” in SIU-C’s School of Music. It’s a class in music merchandising.

The course, valuable to students in a variety of majors other than music, meets twice a month, once on campus and once in Nashville, Tenn.

According to class instructor Henry Romersa, the course offers participants opportunities not often found in a music curriculum. Students meet with top entertainment professionals in the capital of the country music industry and receive “an overall balance of how the entertainment business works,” he said.

“We go where the action is, where the people in the industry are,” Romersa said.

Students talk to professionals in many different sectors of the music industry, such as copyright lawyers, single writers and publishers, said class member David Murphy, a senior in public relations.

During the semester-long course, students prepare a project in their area of interest that reflects their best professional effort. The projects are designed to personally represent the individual student. Romersa said.

Students have designed promotional plans for artists and concerts, developed sound equipment and written and recorded their own songs.

Romersa presented each project to the appropriate sector of the industry and professionals then evaluate each student’s efforts. Participants said many doors open for them through these private exhibitions.

Murphy said the Nashville entertainment industry “is a big clique, a hard group to break into.” He said that having professionals view their work and being in the class “opens a lot of doors closed to the general public.”

Romersa said he was hired 23 years ago by the National Academy of Recording Arts and Sciences “to instigate commercial music courses in colleges and universities throughout the country.” He said he insisted 99 percent of the music merchandising programs that exist throughout the nation’s universities

Rainbow Children, a privately operated school, Rainbow’s End is a day care program operated by the University.

Joy-Sherry Boyd, co-director of Rainbow’s Children, was incorrectly identified as co-director of Rainbow’s End in Thursday’s Daily Egyptian.
City man's lot is celebrating

City man's lot is celebrating

The barn is dim. The air is dusty. Dust covers everything. The gray metal World War II desk is rusting at the edges and is surrounded by boxes and wooden shelves filled with flags, parade props and float material. Business records are neatly compartmentalized in a huge wood box.

Vernon "Pat" Patterson, 77, has run a flag, parade floats and sign business in Carbondale for 45 years. Patterson built the barn in which he runs his business. The ancient sewing machines sit in the back, spools of white thread sitting collecting dust. The huge wooden tables used to measure float material for customers, to whom he eagerly gives advice on how to use them advantageously.

He says he has the largest stock, never having less than a dozen of any size flag, in the five states area he sells and ships in Illinois, Missouri, Kentucky, Indiana and Arkansas.

In celebration of his 45th business birthday and to thank $15 for his start, he gave out more than 600 flags at the Homecoming football game.

The building, white-haired man began in Carbondale in 1952 with his idea of Community Flag Service. Patterson rentedegasus units of 12-foot poles with a 4 by 6 foot flag for $1. They in turn rented these to local merchants to be placed in front of their stores 12 holidays a year.

His Community Flag Service grew to more than 5,000 units in Southern Illinois, southeast Missouri and western Kentucky.

In addition, he decorated downtown Carbondale with floats and banner decorations crossing above the streets. But after 35 years he discontinued both services.

He said that new buildings were too short to stream decorations across the streets. It was impossible to anchor decorations in the new building.

Staff Photo by Doug Janvit

Vernon "Pat" Patterson displays one of the banners he gave away.

material and street lamps alternated at angles across the street.

Patterson, who loves to reminisce, claims he was destined to be in the flag business. "I was born on Grand Avenue right where the Rec Center flagpole stands now," he said.

Patterson has always been an independent business man. He started off with his own clothing store, where he took many things "on the cuff," he said. After the clothing business he became a pipefitter and plumber for about 20 years. He went into the flag business, which has always been a hobby for him, after he lost several fingers in an accident. The fingers were surgically sewn back on.

On top of wooden tables, pictures of the more than 1,000 floats he decorated are scattered. He also has pictures of the places he decorated for dignitaries, including presidents John Kennedy at McAndrew Stadium and Harry Truman in Carbondale and Herrin and Fulton, Mo., for Winston Churchill on his "Iron Curtain" tour.
For sale

Automobiles

1973 V.W. SUPERBEETLE, rust free, very good condition, $1000 or best offer. 329-5651.


0% GRAND PRICE. Recently kept up, 0% rust. Newer rubber, no dents, delivers G.E. power. Call 696-4555.


1982 TOYOTA COROLLA, air. sm. 6,800 miles. $2,600 or best offer. 602-2656.

1973 PLYMOUTH FURY, 6 cylinder, 4-speed, very good condition, one owner, dependable, $600 or best offer. Call 549-1474 between 10 AM - 4 PM.


72 VW BUG-VW, interior-exterior rebuilt, engine has to be replaced. $1000 or best offer. Call 549-2232 after 4 PM.

1974 FIAT 128 SEDAN, red, new tires, only 5000 miles. Will sell or trade. 695-8902 after 5 PM. 696-4630.

1973 HONDA CIVIC, automatic, new engine, no problem, runs like new. Call 549-2712 or best offer. 602-7581.

CHEVY IMPALA, CAR, complete engine, in excellent condition, 2 new tires, radiator, factory a/c. AM-FM, must sell both. After 5, 457-3555.

77 DATSUN B210 Hatchback, automatic, air. $7,500. 9330 miles. 5 inspection. Call 549-2712 after 4 PM.

1972 VW Bug. Looks good and runs great. $800 or best offer. 549-5709.

MUST SELL IMMEDIATELY. 1960 CHEVY SEDAN, 4 door, 2200 cu. in., 5 miles, 2200.00 or best offer. 549-2712.

DASTO, B-150, 1976, Good condition. For Sale or trade for trick pick- up. 1-800-628-3001.

Motorcycles

HOKAKA 100 DIRT SQUAD, excellent condition, $225. 692-9199.

Real Estate

DREAMED OF OWNING your own private good on nice acreage? Now you can have your own piece of paradise. 5 acres, 1800 sq ft., 1825-2257.

COMPLETELY REMODELED ranch style home, 1200 sq ft., golf course in Anna. Reduced to $35,000 for quick sale. 1-800-628-3001.

25 percent RETURN ON $1,000 investment. Low maintenance duplex in Carville, annuity. Contact 777-5297 or 690-3486.

EARN WHILE YOU LEARN! this cozy home has a separate 1 bedroom apartment, makes $510 while you enjoy a nice vacation. Call 690-3486 for details on financing. Asking $49,000.

NEW THREE BEDROOM house. Heavily insulated, wall to wall carpeting, wall space, heat pump, and 24 new electric garage 1 mile west of Carville. $48,900. 687-6960.

Mobile Homes

ORANGE COUNTY. 2 bedrooms, 2 baths, very nice, $40,000. Financed. 549-4708.

STEREO PAIRS, SUPREME SERIES, ALL AVAILABLE AT AUDIO SPECIALISTS.

125 S. 10, 549-4595.

U.S. ONE COMMISSION, 2-BEDROOM mobile home. Furnished. utilities paid. no pets. Quiet, rural, wooded area in North 17th. 582-2475.

FURNISHED 2-BEDROOM, 2 baths, 2nd floor, in lovely residential area. Excellent condition. Owner pays all utilities. Call 549-4595.

ELECTRONICS

TWO BOOKCASE SPEAKERS. BIS Industries direct Dodge, turntable, 5 turntables, 2 Infinity speakers. Mike, 549-2712.

NEW PAIR, ULTRA Acoustics speakers. 12 woofer, 9 mid range, 1 tweeter. $350. 603-390-3933.

STereo COMPONENTS: KENWOOD 60 watt amp. Technics direct drive Quartz turntable, 2 infinity speakers. Mike, 549-2712.


TOYS: DODGE CHARGER, Same model as the one Eddie went to Sunday. 933-2411.

FOR RENT

LEWIS PARK APARTMENT. 1 month to January 1, 1981. $700. 602-2656.

2 BEDROOM UNFURNISHED DUPLEX and furnished apartment, 1 Bedroom, 1 Bath. Inside parking, $575. 602-7581.

TWO ROOM COTTAGE, furnished, utilities paid, no pets. Quiet, rural, wooded area, Morphavka. 457-6871.

Rental Apartments

This item contains more than 6500 words. It is not possible to provide a natural text representation of this document. Please consider using a tool to summarize or extract key points from the content.
Racism in education continues, blacks say

By Juliana Anastasoff
Staff Writer

Racism in education is not being dealt with, especially in Southern Illinois, according to Arthur Black of the Carbondale School Board and former principal of Carbondale Community High School.

That summary is the discussion at a Brown Bag luncheon Wednesday entitled "Racism in the Carbondale Educational System." sponsored by the Black American Studies Program. The luncheon was part of a series this semester focusing on the topic "Race and the Community." Leading the discussion was Black, the associate superintendent of the Illinois Department of Corrections.

The thrust of the discussion centered on the lack of minority representation in faculty and administrative positions in education systems, as well as the absence of adequate training for teachers to sensitize them to the issues and problems encountered in multicultural and interracial teaching.

Black said that of 86 full-time teachers in the Carbondale School District, only 10 percent are black, with a 2.5 percent representation of black teachers in content areas of math, science and English. Black said most blacks in the system teach "soft" subjects such as physical and special education.

"You can also find a preponderance of these students in these special education programs, which raises the question of whether we are really identifying these students," said Black.

He said he suspects that many of these students realize that placement in special education or remedial programs means an "inferior" time; as expectations of their academic performance may be lower.

He also said study work as a component of many programs is attractive to students who are especially concerned with "what's happening today" - the need for food, clothing and cash.

Black said there are many dimensions of the school experience that reflect racism and handicapped minority students.

He said an example is that social activities, created to provide positive experiences within school systems, tend to omit minority students. He said the lack of black teachers and counselors deprive minority students of the role models necessary for their development.

If the perception of the child is that he will receive fair and equal treatment, he will be less apt to react to a negative way," Black said. "Young people who are at such critical stages of development will test the limits of any system. That's why we need a strong system to provide the proper parameters for black students.

Realization of and sensitivity to the cultural and sociological differences between black and white children is the first step in providing higher quality education for all students. Black said.

But this cannot happen until teachers, both black and white, are provided with the proper conditions to deal with these differences. He said this requires more positions for blacks as teachers and administrators and better training for whites. Black said.

A point raised in discussion following Black's presentation was that SIU-C has problems of its own contributing, consciously or unconsciously, to the perpetuation of racism. Participants said SIU-C urgently needs to promote formal programs on multicultural and interracial relations to sensitize students to the problems and needs of minority students.

Black said the Black American Studies Program at SIU-C could emerge as a focal point in providing department heads at the University and high schools in the region with information needed to formulate strategies against racism in education.

"We as blacks have an accountability to ourselves and to society, where even we are to fight these problems, Black said.

M.M., C., Z.
Help! Mom is driving us crazy with her ala-carbon cooking. LOVE.
Book T. & Sue-Ling at the shack between the tracks. P.S. Happy one year OXO P.

Special Thanks to Sheila, Sue, Renee, Tammy & Kathy Rankin for their help with the Rugby Tournament.

Michael Byrne

Happy Late 21st Maynerd
Love,
Passion Palace-ettes

Classified...
call 536-3311

Cheap Books** "Free Gifts" Southern Illinois University Press Announces "A Big Sale"
Nov. 8th: 1pm-6pm 9th: 9am-6pm 10th: 9am-6pm Ballroom "A-SIU Student center "Cheap Books" "Free Gifts"
**Anti-stress methods being taught**

By Dave Salcedo, Student Writer

Everyone at some time or other makes the heart beat faster or makes a person feel weak and dizzy. It can even give a person a person a sense of running and hide. It is rare disease. It is common, everyday stress.

There are several types of stress-related symptoms dealt with by Roger Robinson, coordinator of Student Affairs, in a stress-management program designed to help medical students deal with stress.

"Medical school is a savage survival process," Robinson said. He said that since many medical students spend in from 50 to 60 hours per week, they are prime candidates for stress.

The main goal of Robinson's program is to instruct students as to what happens in the body during times of stress.

---

**Campus Briefs**

The SIUE Women's Club will gather from 10 a.m. to 11 a.m. on Nov. 13, leaving Carbondale at 7 a.m. and leaving North- west Plaza at 5 p.m. Deadline for reservations is Monday for members. After that date meals will be sold to non-members until the day before, after which they are filled. Those interested can call 549-334 for more information.

CLASSICS AT SIU presents *Aeschylus* "tragedy" *Eumenides* at 7:30 p.m. Friday in O'Day Lounge. Admission and refreshments are free.

**THE ENVIRONMENTAL**

**WEEKEND workshops are sponsoring a weekend canoe trip down the Big Muddy River from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. on Saturday.** The river will be covered from Turkey Bayou to La Rue Swamp with a stop at Little Granite Island. These interested can call 529-4614. Ext. 40, for more information and registration.

**Countryside Museum preview is Sunday**

The Museum and Art Galleries Association will sponsor a preview of Christmas exhibits from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Sunday in the University Museum. The main goal of Robinson's program is to instruct students as to what happens in the body during times of stress.

Beg your pardon

A story in Thursday's Daily Egyptian reporting that an agricultural journalism course is being added by the Agriculture Education and Development Department was in error.

James Legacy, chairman,
Spoilers role fits lady Harriers

By Dean Kirk
Staff Writer

Don't take it out.

That's the way the SIU-C women's cross country team is
heading into the Gateway Collegiate Athletic Conference Cham-

pionship this weekend.

Down because the fall season hasn't been the Salukis' best.
Coach Claudia Blackman admits that.

"We weren't in condition when we came into the season," she
said. "Having a fairly young team hasn't helped us but
I don't think you could lay blame on it."

The Salukis aren't out yet, though. Blackman sees her squad as spoilers in this first
ever GCAC championship. She hopes that SIU-C can catch
boat for season-long rivals Illinois State. The two schools
have met five time this season, and the Redbirds have finished
ahead of the Salukis every time.

"The conference can be tough. It may make the difference
whether someone else can catch Illinois State," she said.

That one else could be Drake, which along with the
Redbirds and Wisc. are Blackman's picks as the top
three teams.

"Drake could give Illinois State a run for their money," she said, noting that Drake
finished ahead of Illinois at the TFA-ISA meet Sept. 23 at Kewah. Wisc. But Blackman
also said that the team "could finish at the bottom if they are
not healthy."

The remaining teams scheduled to compete at No-
mal are Eastern Illinois. Bradley, Indiana State. Nor-
thern Iowa, Wichita State and Southwest Missouri.

While the Salukis aren't out, however, Blackman
hopes that SIU-C's showing this weekend will be
better.

"If we could finish seven or better," she said, "we'd have
run well because our conference is that strong."

According to Thomas Krosschell, assistant women's
sports information director at Drake, a poll from the par-
ticipating coaches has the Salukis finishing ninth behind
Norther Iowa.

As per conference rules, the top seven Salukis. Rosa
Mitchell. Dyane Donley, Laura Falc, Karen Russell. Loretta
Bertram. Lisa Remand and Kathy Blasingame -- will be
running in the 5,000 meter race.

Mitchell has finished first for the Salukis in every meet
except the Illinois State In-

ticipation in the first
ever GCAC championship.

If the Salukis don't go all out this weekend, they could
definitely be down at the bottom of the field.

Commissioner predicts strong GCAC future

By John Marchlewski
Women's Sports Writer

There is a myth that powers in women's sports parallel those
in men's, according to new Gateway Collegiate Athletic
Conference commissioner Patty Viverito.

"We're looking at one of the strongest conferences in the
country," said Viverito, who is
town to attend Friday's com-
petition in the first cham-
pionship tournament of the
conference.

"This is an important event because it gets the conference
off the ground," she said. "I hope it's the beginning of a long,
successful championship tradition."

The conference will gain recognition as one that has
strength and power distributed throughout. she said. Women in
programs across the country know where the strengths are and
already see it in the GCAC.

"This is a total program conference," she said. "There will
be a battle for every single conference championship this year.
There is a strong com-

mitment by the coaches to
make it strong and they are
very enthusiastic."

Viverito, who started her job
Sept. 27, will stop at the cross
country championship in
Normal on Saturday on the last
day of her two-week tour of
the conference campuses.
Du Quoin features daredevil

By Brian Higgins
Staff Writer

If a poll were ever taken regarding the mental stability of Gary Wells, the consensus would undoubtedly indicate that sanity was a virtue he was not blessed with.

However, Wells, despite social standards which would indicate otherwise, is not insane. His idea of having fun is simply a little more daring than most. Besides, he gets paid for what he does.

What Gary Wells does is pilot motorcycles over objects that weren't intended to be navigated over. This Saturday at the Du Quoin County Fairgrounds, Wells plans to introduce an added element of risk into his jump by freestyle jumping five stories while perched atop his Honda 400. Upon landing, he intends to "get it wide open" and ride the hopefully intact bike up a ramp and over a rock band, during its concert, and land safely on the other side of the stage.

"The show at Du Quoin will be successful," said the daredevil. "It's a whole new concept, although I staged a similar event in the Houston Astrodome last year."

Wells, who will turn 26 later this month, is very confident in his jumping ability. He enjoys sharing his exuberance with the audiences that have been watching him perform throughout the country, including many nationally telecast jumps, for the past 11 years.

"I'm very aware of what I'm doing," he said. "The satisfaction of the jump is always going to be there. I like people to see the kind of entertainment I give. That's why I've done so much on national TV."

Wells, however, is not immune to the hazards of his vocation. Two years ago in Las Vegas, before a national television audience, he attempted to clear Caesar's Palace's famous fountain. His alignment was off when he left the jump ramp, and the only thing that didn't miss the landing ramp was his left leg. He suffered two broken legs, a broken pelvis, a broken back, and a torn aorta, a condition which required the then 23-year-old to undergo open heart surgery. He also has three steel plates, along with screws which hold the bones together, currently inserted in his legs as a result of that accident.

Despite all that, Wells' agenda revolves around a 1983 rematch with the fountain. "I'm pretty much building up," Wells said. "I'm going to Caesar's Palace to do the jump. Being defeated by the fountain is one in a position where I've got to go back and do it again."

Entertainment at Du Quoin will get underway several concerts beginning at noon. The "Gary Wells Show" is slated to start at 2:30 p.m.

Although the Astrodome jump last year somewhat resembled this weekend's scheduled feat, Wells insisted that this would be the first time he ever attempted this particular jump. "I've seen it before and do it again."

"I have a very creative mind when it comes to motorcycle riding."

---

Ve Vant Your Blood

Blood Drive
November 8th-12th
Ballroom D
Monday-Friday
10am-4pm
Our goal is 400 pts.
per day
In order to decrease waiting time, call for an appointment 433-5714
Free Refreshments
sponsored by:
M.O.V.E.
Air Force ROTC Arnold Air Society
The Red Cross

---
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Barb Donovan, left, and Cindy Clausen hope to have a conference title to celebrate.

**Birch leads scrimmage winners**

By Dan Devere

Staff Writer

There were few surprises at SIU’s third scrimmage, held Wednesday night at Pinckneyville High School, just across the Illinois border. Every player on the team’s two previous intrasquad games. The game was a struggle to look good in a scrimmage when your defense knows what your offense is doing, "said Saluki Coach Allen Van Winkle. "We’re making progress, especially in the defensive end. We’ll be a good defensive team. I think we need a little more polish offensively." Van Winkle blames some of the rough edges on his team’s style of play. Our style of play is one where we look to fast break as much as possible," said Van Winkle, pointing out that a running team makes more mistakes than a slower team.

"We’re not a big team," he said. "And when you’re not a big team you can either play very slow, or take advantage of your options and not be an up tempo style." Van Winkle has always been a devotee of the latter style, and it has proven to be successful. The team has scored in the last two scrimmages, Wednesday, the maroon squad, led by Roy Birch, Karl Morris and Mike Thomas, beat back a late challenge by the white squad in winning 74-73.

The maroon team was ahead by six points with a minute and a half left, but sparked by aggressive pressure by Ken Byrd and James Copeland, the white squad had the ball and a one point deficit with only 30 seconds left. That was as close as it got though, as Birch, Ken Perry, and Dan Weiss hit free throws in the closing minute to stave off the rally. Birch led all scorers with 24 points. Karl Morris had seven rebounds.

"If you play as well as we did against the winner of the Indiana State-Northern Iowa match, the championship will be a close, exciting game to finish," said Saluki Coach Julee Byrd.

"We’re more concerned that all the players are covered," said Byrd. "That’s where the Salukis look to fight for new conference tournament title

By John Marieczykowski

The first championship of the Gateway Collegiate Athletic Conference starts this weekend as the SU-C field hockey team hosts the six-team tournament. All seven games will be played at McAndrew Stadium. Southwest Missouri and SU-C, the top two seeds, figure to face each other in the final. The Salukis look to avenge a 2-1 loss suffered earlier in the season.

Before it looks ahead to the final game, however, SU-C plays its first game at 3 p.m. Friday against the winner of the Indiana State-Northern Iowa match. If the tournament goes as expected, the Salukis will face the second-seeded Missouri State Saturday at 11 a.m. Saturday, Southwest Missouri will face 16th nationally with a 16-3 record, plays at 1 p.m. Friday against the winner of the Eastern Illinois-Western Illinois game.

"The tournament will be a good climax to the season for all the teams," said Saluki Coach Julee Byrd. "We’ll have to try to make the opponents move on turf instead of a grass field. That’s the key to success for us this weekend."

The tournament goes to the winner of the automatic bid to Nationals. SU-C can hope to remain in consideration if it beats Southwest Missouri.

"If we make the opponents move on turf instead of a grass field," Byrd said, "we’ll have a good chance."

"Field hockey is a fast, exciting game when played on turf," said Byrd. "It makes it a more skillful game. That’s why I pushed to host the tournament, because I knew we could get the field in shape to host it."

"On the grass field," she continued, "too many chances are given to the team with the ball."

"The ball can always be deflected out of the garbage can," Byrd said.

"We have a much smoother scoring attack with grass field," Byrd said. "We can get a scoring attack with grass field."

"The Salukis look to avenge a 2-1 loss suffered earlier in the season."

"We’re more concerned that all the players are covered," Byrd said. "That’s where the Salukis look to fight for new conference tournament title."

"We’re more concerned that all the players are covered," Byrd said. "That’s where the Salukis look to fight for new conference tournament title."